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IBPS RRB Officers (Scale-1) Prelims 

Free Online Mock Test Based on 9th Sep Exam Pattern

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

Directions (1-5): What approximate value should 

come in place of question mark (?) in each of the 

following questions? (Note: You are not expected to 

calculate the exact value). 

1).8787†342×√50=? 

a) 185  b) 180  c) 210   d) 215  e) 220 

 

2).∛15628×(201÷8) = (?)² 

a) 28  b) 25  c) 31    d) 22  e) 24 

 

3).7/9 of 4011.33+7/11 of 3411.22=? 

a) 5210    b) 5280   c) 5210   d) 5290   e) 5260 

 

4).23% of 5783+57% of 8561=? 

a) 6460    b) 6210   c) 6230   d) 6420   e) 6630 

 

5).345.01×224.99÷ (11×5) =? 

a) 1280    b) 1315    c) 1410   d) 1420   e) 1470 

 

Directions (6-10): In the following questions, two 

equations numbered are given in variables x and y. 

You have to solve both the equations and find out 

the relationship between x and y. Then give answer 

accordingly- 
A) If x > y 

B) If x < y 

C) If x ≥ y 

D) If x ≤ y 

E) If x = y or relation cannot be established  

 

6) I. 3x
2
 + 8x + 4 = 0, 

II. 2y
2
 – 7y – 4 = 0 

 

7) I. 2x
2
 – 13x + 20 = 0, 

II. 3y
2
 + 4y – 20 = 0 

 

8) I. 3x
2
 + x – 14 = 0, 

II. 3y
2
 – 5y – 12 = 0 

 

9) I. 3x
2
 – 2x – 21 = 0, 

II. 3y
2
 + 19y + 28 = 0 

 

10) I. 4x
2
 + 23x + 28 = 0, 

II. 4y
2
 – y – 14 = 0 

 

Direction (11-15): What value should come in place 

of question mark (?) in each of the following 

questions? 

11,   9,   15,   41,   159,   ? 
a) 740  b) 607  c) 751  d) 789  e) 785 

 

12) 8, 4.5, 5.5, 13, 56, ? 
A) 452  B) 456  C) 450  D) 556  E) None 

 

13). 6, 29, 48, 65, 78, ? 
A) 89  B) 88  C) 99  D) 109  E) None 

 

14) 88, 87, 84, 77, 62, ? 
A) 32  B) 33   C) 31  D) 36  E) None 

 

15) 43.5, 20.5, 9.25, ?, 0.8125 

a) 3.625  b) 4.625  c) 4  d) 5  e) None 

 

16) Rohit married 21 years ago at the age of 90 

years. His wife's present age 99years. If 24 years 

later the average age of rohit, his wife and their son 

was 90 years, then what is son's present age? 

A) 15yr  B) 14yr  C) 13yr  D) 12yr  E) None 

 

17) The inner circumference of a circular car race 

track, 75 m wide, is 2640 m. Find radius of the 

outer circle. 

a) 495m   b) 456m   c) 463m    d) 482m   e) None 

 

18) The average height of 18 girls is 117 (13/18) 

cms. The average height of 21 boys is 104 (13/21) 

cms. What is the overall average height of all the 

students together in the class? 
a) 110 (2/3) cm 

b) 111 (2/3) cm 

c) 112 (1/3) cm 

d) 110 (1/3) cm 

e) 109 (4/3) cm 

 

19) Two candles of the same height are lighted at 

the same time. The first is consumed in 6 hours and 

the second in 4 hours. Assuming that each candle 
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burns at a constant rate, in how many hours after 

being lighted, was the first candle was twice the 

height of the second? 
a) 3.5 hrs   b) 2 hrs   c) 4 hrs   d) 3 hrs  

e) 2.5 hrs 

 

20) Three friends Anil, Ravi and Sumit jog around 

a circular park and complete round in 21, 18 and 

24 minutes respectively. In how many hrs will all 

the three meet again at starting point? 
a) 8 hrs   b) 8.4 hrs   c) 6.5 hrs   d) 7.5 hrs  

e) 9 hrs 

 

21) The respective ratio between the present ages of 

Nayan and Pooja is 18 : 17. Nine years ago the 

respective ratio between their ages was 15 : 14. 

How old is Leena if her present age is 9 years less 

than Pooja's present age? 
a) 36 years   b) 40 years   c) 58 years  

d) 48 years   e) 42 years 

 

22) P and Q enter into a partnership investing Rs. 

24000 and Rs. 32000 respectively. After 8 months, 

R also joins the business with capital of Rs. 30000. 

The share of R in a profit of Rs. 91200 after 2 years 

will be: 
a) Rs. 20000    b) Rs. 28000   c) Rs. 36000  

d) Rs. 24000   e) Rs. 22000 

 

 

23) A dealer sells an item for Rs. 667, and makes a 

profit of 16%. He sells another item of a loss of 

10% and in whole process he makes no profit no 

loss. What was the cost of second item ? 
a) Rs. 900  

b) Rs. 920  

c) Rs. 950  

d) Rs. 980  

e) None of these 

 

24) A mixture contains milk and water in the ratio 

of 4 : 3 on adding 5 litre of water the ratio of milk 

and water becomes 9 : 8. Find the quantity of water 

in the mixture ? 

a) 9 litre  

b) 15 litre  

c) 21 litre  

d) 24 litre  

e) 27 litre 

 

25) In how many ways can a party of 6 men and 6 

women be seated at a round table, so that no two 

women are adjacent ? 
a) 518400  

b) 86400  

c) 14400  

d) 1440  

e) 840 

 

Directions (26-30): Study the following line graph 

and answer the questions based on it. 

Number of Vehicles Manufactured by Two 

companies over the Years (Number in Thousands) 

 
26) What is the difference between the number of 

vehicles manufactured by Company Y in 2000 and 

2001? 

a)  50, 000  b) 42, 000  c)  33, 000  d) 21, 000 

e) None of these 

 

27) What is the difference between the total 

productions of the two Companies in the given 

years? 

a) 19, 000  b) 22, 000  c) 26, 000  d) 28, 000 

e) None of these 

 

28) What is the average numbers of vehicles 

manufactured by Company X over the given 

period? (Rounded off to nearest integer) 

a)  1, 19, 333  b) 1, 13, 666  c) 1, 12, 778 

d) 1, 11, 223  e) None of these  

 

29) In which of the following years, the difference 

between the productions of Companies X and Y 

was the maximum among the given years? 

a) 1997  b) 1998  c) 1999  d) 2000 

e) None of these 
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30) The    production of Company Y in 2000 was 

approximately what percent of the production of 

Company X in the same year? 

a) 173  b) 164  c) 132  d)  97  e) None of these  

 

Directions (1 -5): Study the pie-chart carefully to 

answer the following questions. 

 

 
 

31) What was the approximate average number of 

passengers in Train-S, Train-M and Train-L 

together? 
a) 1521    b) 1641   c) 1651   d) 1671    e)1691 

 

32) If in Train-R 34% of the passengers are females 

and 26% are children, what is the number of males 

in that train? 
a) 306   b) 316    c) 308   d) 318   e) None  

 

33) The number of passengers in Train-Q is 

approximately what percent of the total number of 

passengers in Train–A and Train-R? 

a) 90   b) 70     c) 75      d) 80   e) 86 

 

34) Which train has highest number of passengers? 

a) A    b) Q     c) S    d) M     e) L 

 

35) How many more percent (approximately) 

number of passengers are there in Train-M as 

compared to the number of passengers in Train-L? 

a) 29   b) 49     c) 43    d) 33   e) None of these 

 

Direction (36-40): Study the table to answer the 

given questions. 

  

36) What is the difference between the total 

number of people living in State MH, MP and 

Rajasthan who do not watch “Dangel” and the total 

number of people living in these three states 

together who watch DANGEL? 
A) 111000  B) 110000  C) 101100  D) 111100 

E) None of these 

 

37) What is the average number of Males who 

watch Bahubali in all the states together? 

A) 25800  B) 258000  C) 258500  D) 250000 

E) None of these 

 

38) The ratio of total number of Males to the total 

number of females in State MH is 6 : 4. What 

percent of the female population in MH watches 

Half GF? 

A) 45%  B) 50%  C) 49%  D) 40%  E) 44% 

 

39) The total viewers(males and females) of Delhi 

watching “SULTAN” is what percent more than 

the total viewers (male and female) of Rajasthan 

who are watching Bahubali? 

A) 10%  B) 11.11%  C) 12.09%  D) 10.09% 

E) None of these 

 

40) What is the ratio of number of females who 

watch Half GF in UP and Rajasthan together to the 

number of females who watch DANGEL in the 

same states together? 
A) 65 : 62  B) 8 : 7  C) 10 : 11  D) 65 : 63 

E) None of these 

 

REASONING ABILITY 
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Directions(41-45): Study the following information 

to answer the given questions : 
Eight friends A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting 

around a circular table, not necessarily in the same 

order. Four of them are facing the centre and four are 

facing outside. F is second to the left of G. Both the 

immediate neighbours of F and H face outside. F and 

H face the centre. G is an immediate neighbour of H. E 

faces outside. A is an immediate neighbour of F.B is 

second to left of A. C is second to left of B. 

 

41) Who amongst the following is sitting exactly 

between A and B? 
a) E  b) D  c) F  d) H  e) None of these 

 

42) In which of the following pairs of people, are 

the people who are definitely not sitting 

immediately next to each other? 
a) BD  b) AG  c) DE  d) EC  e) None of these 

 

43) Who amongst the following is sitting third to 

the left of G? 
a) C  b) E   c) B   d) H  e) None of these 

 

44) Who amongst the following is sitting exactly 

between E and D? 
a) G  b) C  c) F  d) H  e) None of these 

 

45) Who amongst the following is sitting second to 

left of E? 
a) G  b) B  c) F  d) Cannot be determined  

e) None 

 

Directions (46-50): In these questions, a 

relationship between different elements is shown in 

the statements. The statements are followed by two 

conclusions. Give answer 
a) If only conclusion I is true. 

b) If only conclusion II is true. 

c) If either conclusion I or II is true. 

d) If neither conclusion I nor II is true. 

e) If both conclusion I and II are true. 

 

46) Statements: A = D ≥ X < Z; N ≤ P > Q ≥ D 

Conclusions: I. P > A II. N ≥ X 

 

47) Statements: B = D ≥ Y < W; N ≤ P > Q ≥ D 

Conclusions: I. Q ≤ W II. Y < P 

 

48) Statements: C ≥ T = Q > R; S < K ≤ R 

Conclusions: I. Q > S II. K ≤ T 

 

49) Statements: D < E ≤ R = N; U ≥ C < R 

Conclusions: I. C > D II. U ≤ E 

 

50) Statements: Q = P ≥ S ≤ J = K; L < M ≤ Q 

Conclusions: I. P > L II. M ≤ J 

 

Directions (51-55): Study the following information 

to answer the given questions: 

In a certain code language, 
'boost of Indian economics' is written as `ga mo ti su' 

'hard business boost upon on', is written as 'ki zo mo 

ye na' 

'economics business that year' is written as `zo ra ti da' 

  and  

'that conclude of upon' is written as `da ga nic ki'.  

 

51) What is the code for 'on'?  
a) ye    

b) na   

c) zo 

d) Either na or zo  

e) Either ye or na 

 

52) What does `su' stand for?  
a) economics   

b) boost  

c) of  

d) Indian    

e) None of the above  

 

53) What is the code for 'year boost conclude'?   
a) nic ye ti   

b) mo ra nic  

c) ra ga mo 

d) da ra nic   

e) None of the above 

 

54) Which of the following does `ki ti na' stand 

for?  
a) upon of boost   

b) hard boost upon  

c) economics upon hard 

d) economics upon on  

e) Either (c) or (d)  

 

55) Which of the following may represent 'record 

rate of boost'?  
a) ga zo ti da   
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b) ga ba mo nee  

c) ga ba nic ki 

d) mo ba ti ra  

e) None of the above 

 

56) From the word „INTENSIFICATION‟, how 

many independent words can be made without 

changing the order of the letters and using each 

letter only once? 

a) Four 

b) Five 

c) Six 

d) More than six 

e) None of these 

 

57) In a certain code, BROTHERS is written as 

RCTPEISS. How will DIRECTIONS is written in 

that code? 
a) IEESTDOJSM  

b) IEFSDTOJSM  

c) EEFSDTOJSM  

d) IEESTDOJSO 

e) Other than given options 

 

58) If lead is called stick, stick is called nib, nib is 

called needle, needle is called rope and rope is 

called thread, what will be fitted in a pen to write 

with it ? 
A) Stick 

B) Lead 

C) Needle 

D) Nib 

E) Thread 

59) How many such pairs of letters are there in the 

word AEROBICS , Each of which has as many 

letters between them in the word both forward and 

backward direction as they have between them in 

the English alphabet ? 
a)One 

b)Two 

c)Three 

d)Four 

e) None 

60) Each vowels in the word JOURNEY is replaced 

by the previous letter and consonant is replaced by 

the next letter,Then the letter are arranged in the 

alphabetical order.Which will be the fifth from the 

right end ? 

a) M 

b) D 

c) K 

d) N 

e) O 

 

Direction (61-65): In each of the following questions 

three statements are given and these statements are 

followed by two conclusions numbered (1) and (2). 

You have to take the given three statements to be 

true even if they seem to be at variance from 

commonly known facts. Read the conclusions and 

then decide which of the given conclusions logically 

follows from the two given statements, disregarding 

commonly known facts. Give answer: 
a) If only (I) conclusion follows  

b) If only (II) conclusion follows 

c) If either (I) or (II) follows 

d) If neither (I) nor (II) follows and 

e) If both (I) and (II) follow 

 

61) Statements:  
All papers are books.  

No book is a copy. 

All copies are newspaper. 

Conclusions:  
I. No paper is a copy. 

II. Some newspaper are books 

Answer: 

 

62) Statements:  
All pets are rats.  

All pigs are rats. 

Some rats are mouse. 

Conclusions: 
I. Some pigs are pets. 

II. Some mouse are pigs. 

 

63) Statements:  
All ways are roads.  

All highways are ways. 

All turns are roads. 

Conclusions:  
I. All turns are ways   

II. All highways are roads. 

Answer: 

 

64) Statements: 
All shows are entertaining. 

All serials are shows. 
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All bad are serials. 

Conclusions:  
I. Some shows being not bad is a possibility. 

II. All bad are entertaining. 

Answer: 

 

65) Statements:  
Some cares are habits.  

Some habits are good. 

All good are bad. 

Conclusions:  
I. No good is a care.  

II. Some bad are habits. 

 

Directions (66-70): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions. 
Twelve people are sitting in two parallel rows 

containing six people each, in such a way that there is 

an equal distance between adjacent persons. In row-1 

P, Q, R, S, T and V are seated and all of them are 

facing South. In row-2 A, B, C, D, E and F are seated 

and all of them are facing North. Therefore, in the 

given seating arrangement each member seated in a 

row faces another member of the other row. S sits third 

to right of Q. Either S or Q sits at an extreme end of 

the line. The one who faces Q sits second to right of E. 

Two people sit between B and F. Neither B nor F sits 

at an extreme end of the line. The immediate neighbor 

of B faces the person who sits third to left of P. R and 

T are immediate neighbors of each other. C sits second 

to the left of A. T does not face the immediate 

neighbor of D. F does not sits at the extreme end of the 

line.  

66) Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends 

of the rows ? 
A) S, D  B) Q, A   C) V, C  D) P, D  E) Q, F 

 

67) How many persons are seated between V and 

R? 
A) One  B) Two  C) Three   D) Four  E) None 

 

68) P is related to A in the same way as S is related 

to B based on the given arrangement. To which of 

the following is T related to, following the same 

pattern? 
A) C  B) D   C) E   D) F  E) Cannot be determined 

 

69) Which of the following is true regarding T ? 
A) F faces T 

B) V is an immediate neighbour of T 

C) F faces the one who is second to right of T 

D) T sits at one of the extreme ends of the line 

E) Q sits second to the right of T 

 

70) Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way based on the given arrangement and so form a 

group. Which is the one that does not belong to that 

group? 
A) A-T  B) B-T  C) F-P   D) C-V  E) E – Q 

 

Directions (71-75): Study the information carefully 

and answer the following questions: 
A building has eight floors from 1 to 8 in such a way 

that ground floor is numbered 1, the above floor is 

numbered 2 and so on. The top most floor is numbered 

8. Eight persons G, P, M, R, Q, A, D and C are staying 

each on one of these floors. A is staying on floor 6. 

There is a gap of three persons between G and R. C is 

staying on the topmost floor. Neither P nor M is 

staying on the floor 5. Q is staying middle of P and M. 

R is staying on the floor 1. M is not an immediate 

neighbor of G. 

 

71) Who is staying on the floor no. 7? 
a) A   b) P   c) D  d) R  e) M 

 

72) How many persons are staying between D and 

P? 
a) Three  b) Four  3c) Two  d) One 

e) None of these 

 

73) Who is staying on the second floor? 
a) Q  b) M  c) P  d) A  e) Q or M 

 

74)  If all persons are arranged in alphabetical 

order such as A occupies floor 1 then who will 

occupy floor 5? 
a) G  b) Q  c) R  d) M  e) P  

 

75) Immediate neighbors of the person who is 

staying in floor 3? 
a) R and P  b) A and P  c) G and M  d) P and M 

e) D and G 

 

Direction (76-80): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions. 

There are 7 person Asha, Bindhu, Cibi, Divi, Ezhil, 

Fagima and Gayu born in 7 diff month Jan feb mar apr 

june aug and oct.  
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Asha born in the month of less than 31 days but not in 

april. There are 3 person born b/w Asha and Cibi. 

Bindhu born one of the day after Divi. No person born 

b/w Bindhu and Divi. Ezhil born one of the day before 

Gayu. Ezhil not born in maximum number of days. No 

person born b/w Gayu and Ezhil. 

 

76) How many persons born between Ezhil and 

Divi? 

A) 2 

B) 1 

C) 4 

D) 3 

E) 5 

 

77) Asha is born in which month? 

A) Jan 

B) Feb 

C) March 

D)April 

E) June 

 

78) Who is younger than Fagima? 

A) Divi 

B) Ezhil 

C) civil 

D) Gayu 

E) none of these 

 

79) If Cibi is related to march,Fagima is related to 

August,same way Gayu is related to which month? 

A) Jan 

B) march 

C) April 

D) June 

E) oct 

 

80) who is born in the month having least number 

of days? 

A) Adhan 

B) Cibi 

C) Gayu 

D) Ezhil 

E) Bondhu 
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